WECHSLER
your engineering specialists

Specialization. To your advantage.
Many of the challenges that confront you in your plant
operations are best addressed by specialists.
That’s because deeper expertise brings more options and
better solutions. Specialization increases certainty.
Wechsler Engineering brings this depth of knowledge to
optimize combustion, energy, and production processes for
a select group of industries.
We’re specialists who use a highly practical and collaborative
approach to solve complex engineering problems — primarily
for energy supply, process heating and thermal oil systems.

What problem or challenge
do you need to solve in your plant?
How much is the problem costing you in production or maintenance?
Could it lead to a safety issue? Environmental issue?
What return should you expect on your investment in a solution?
And what do you want most from your engineering partner?
This is where a conversation with Wechsler Engineering begins.
Unlike general engineering firms, Wechsler is a team of specialists with deep
experience optimizing the interrelated components of energy, production
processes, safety and environment. We’re on-site, hands-on experts, applying
comprehensive engineering to the design and execution of solutions.
While our capabilities apply to a range of environments and clients, our focus
is on four industries:
• Panelboard
• Wood products
• Pulp & paper
• Biomass power & fuels
What further distinguishes Wechsler
is this simple and sincere commitment:
We approach every challenge with a
resolve to identify the greatest possible
return on investment.
Because we’re specialists, we will
identify more viable options than those
offered by generalists or equipment
manufacturers. And our depth of
expertise allows us to customize the
solutions we propose, right down to a
specially designed component.
Wechsler engineered the complete takedown, relocation and reconfiguration of this 32MW furnace at a biomass
energy plant, moving it from the U.S. to Canada. Client: a major wood products company.

Your principals
Every project Wechsler undertakes is led by a principal or a senior-level
engineer who is engaged throughout the life of the project. So you can be
certain that time-tested experience is always on the job.
Tom Wechsler
Chief Executive Officer
30+ years experience
Combustion, Thermal Oil, Boilers,
Energy Recovery, Burner Design,
Air Pollution Control

Kimble Garrett
President • 25+ years experience
OSB, MDF, PB,
Pellet Production Processes,
Dryer Operations, Presses
Magnus Rundqwist
Vice President of Business Development
20+ years experience
Material Handling, Combustion,
Energy Recovery, Air Pollution Control

5 more things to know about how
Wechsler Engineering creates value:
1

Safety first: From combustion to thermal oil systems to air pollution control
— all areas of the plant — Wechsler maintains an unwavering commitment
to promoting safety. The ROI we work to achieve on every project will never
come at a cost of compromised safety.

2

Problem-solving attitude: For the industries we serve, our focus is fixed on
whatever is preventing your plant from operating at peak capacity. Our
deliverable may be as limited as an audit or as involved as designing,
managing and supplying the complete solution required.

3

Consistency in professionals: Wechsler has extraordinarily low turnover. Our
employees enjoy what they do and thrive on the culture we have created to
solve complex problems in a collaborative environment. Our lead engineers
all have many years of experience, and younger engineers are hired for the
long term. We want them to grow and develop with us to serve you.

4

Custom equipment: Some of the most challenging safety and process
problems often have no off-the-shelf solution. For these, we engineer
customized safety and process equipment, thus setting new standards for
the industries we serve.

5

Services beyond solutions: In addition to developing solutions and
managing their implementation, Wechsler provides ongoing services to help
you continually improve operations. These include customized training
programs, safety improvement planning, troubleshooting and tuning, and a
range of other on-site services.

A broader view of Wechsler specialization
For the industries we serve, our areas of specialization center on combustion,
energy, drying, production and material handling processes. Here’s a more
detailed sampling of what we do in these areas.
For these equipment areas…

…we offer these services

Combustion
• Biomass, stoker/grates/all types
• Natural gas & fossil fuels
• Coal
• Waste

Engineering & management
• Efficiency studies and energy audits
• Technical concept development
• Feasibility studies
• Plant/process heat and material balances
• Project development
• Bid development and preparation
• Budgeting
• Project management
• Plant improvements
• Complete plant design
• Equipment upgrades
• Specialty equipment design
• 3D modeling and FEA analysis

Energy systems for board & wood plants
• Hot gas
• Thermal oil/process heat
• Steam generation/boilers
Thermal oil systems
• Primary and secondary heat distribution
• Single phase/vapor phase
Drying systems
• OSB & particleboard rotary dryers
• Flash tube
• Belt/conveyor
• Lumber kilns
Energy and power
• Steam turbine generators
• Co-generation
• Organic Rankine Cycle (ORC)
• CHP
Burner systems
• Natural gas
• Dust suspension
• Specialty burners (oxygen)

Field service
• Performance assessments
• Tuning, optimization & troubleshooting
• Operator training programs
• Steam & thermal oil safety audits
• Safety & reliability planning
• Installation and repair supervision
• Start-up and commissioning
Equipment supply
• Thermal oil components & integration
• Thermal oil safety products
• New/replacement equipment & repair
• Specialty burners
• Wet scrubber improvements

Material handling
• Fuel mixing & conveying
• Ash collection and quenching
• Fuel drying, distribution and storage
Air pollution control
• Multiclones/cyclones
• Wet scrubbers
• Wet/dry electrostatic precipitators
• RTO/RCOs

wechslereng.com

